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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
In the con.sideration of any specific chemical reactions

it is a distinct advantage to be able to predict how the
system may change under varying conditions of temperature,
pressure and concentration.

Predictions of this nature hell

to plan intelligent and discriminating experiments, and
reduce the time needed to achieve the desired

~easureably

:results.
A knowledge of the thermodynamic properties of the compounds involved in the reaction enable one to make such predictions.

Such properties as heat capacity, heat content,

heat of formation, entropy and free energy, all expressed
as a function of temperature, are used in such calculations.
The most used of the aforementioned thermodynamic prop~rties

is the Gibbs free energy, the free energy at constant

pressure.

It is also known as the thermodynamic potential

pr affinity.
~nergy

When applied to chemical compounds, the free

is a measure of the stability of the compound, or

ponversely, a measure of the energy required to decompose
~he

compounds into its constituent elements.
When applied to reactions involving compounds, the

~ll

over~

free energy change of the reaction is a measure of the

~endency
~hould

of the reaction to take place as written.

It

be noted, however, that free energy change does not

2

~etermine

the rate at which the reaction proceeds.

The effects of temperature, pressure, and concentratiOI
phange on the reaction may be studied with the help of the
change in free energy.
~ree

Thus a compilation of the change in

energy when forming various compounds as a function of

temperature is a great aid in consideration of various chemical reactions.

Ke11ey1 has compiled such data in tabular
form, and E1lingham 2 , Richardson and Jeffes 3 ,4, Osborn5 ,
Richardson, Jeffes and Withers 6 , Ke1logg 7 ,8, and RichardsonS
have compiled such data in both graphical and tabular form.
Although such data have applications in many places,
they are also of great importance to the metallurgist.

vfue~

considering a new reduction or refining process, or the
modification of an existing process, these data will help
in pointing out the most promising avenues of investigation.
1 K.K. Kelley:

U.S. Bur. Mines Bull., No. 406 (1937).

~ H.J.T. E11ingham:

~ Soc. Chem. Ind.

~

F.D. Richardson andJ.H.E. Jeffes:
Inst., 160, 261 (1948).

~

F.D. Richardson and J.H.E. Jeffes:
Inst., 171, 165 (1952).

~

C.J.

~

Osborn:

Jn1.

£1,

~ ~

Jn1. Iron and Steel

Trans. AlME, ~, 600 (1950).

F.D. Richardson, J.R.E. Jeffes and G. Withers, Jn1. Iron
Steel Inst., 166, 213 (1950).

~

Trans. AlME, 188, 862 (1950).

~ H.H. Kellogg:

Trans. AlME, 191, 137 (1951).

~

Steel

~.;;;;.;;.--

H.R. Kellogg:

~

125 (1944).

F.D. Richardson:
(1953).

-

Jn1.

Iron and Steel Inst., 175, 33
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I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

The determinat10n of the

thermodynam1c propert1es of chemical compounds 1s 1n essence an exper1mental one.

The purpose of th1s 1nvest1-

gat10n was (1) to make an exper1mental determ1nat1on of the
thermodynam1c propert1es of the t1tan1um sulf1des (2) to
determ1ne what sulfide phases are present in the t1taniumsulfur system (3) to show the relationships between the
var10us phases present.
Importance of the study.

The importance of thermody-

mie data to the metallurgist has already been pOinted out.
e titanium sulfides were chosen because very little therodynamic data are available for these compounds.

Because

1tanium 1s playing an increasingly important part in modrn technology, data concerning the sulfides of this metal
be of great use if a reduction or other process using

compounds were contemplated.
The phase relationships in the titanium-sulfur system
not very clear from previous work.

Also from previous

1ork, large regions of non-stoichiometry appear to be presvarious phases.

The phase boundaries had been

reviously determined by x-ray methods and are therefore
omewhat open to question.
Non-stoichiometry in some metallic sulfides such as
sulfide and cuprous sulfide has given rise to the semionduct1ng properties of these sulf1des.

A determination

4

of the phase boundaries of some of the non-stoicbiometric
sulfides that appear to be present in the titanium-sulfur
system may shed some light on semiconducting properties
that may be present.

CEAPTER II
THE EXPERHIENTAL Hb:'l'HOD AND APPARATUS

Principles underlying method used In this lnvestigation.

In the consideration of any general chemical reactio
rnA

+ nB

oC + pD

the General expression for the free energy change accompany
ing the reaction 1s

i~F = -RTlnI\. + RTln (c C x dP)
(2-1)
(am x b TI )
where c, d, a and b are arbitrary activities of C, D, A and
B, and :;:: is the equillbrium constant of the ree,ctlon.

For

the speclal case in which the reactants and products are in
their standard states of unit acti vi ty the last term V8.nishes because In 1

= o.

The free energy change under these

conditions becomes the standard free energy change 2nd is
denoted by the symbol
/:,Fc

!~Fo.

= -RTlnK

It must be remembered that this relationship only holds
true when products and reactants are in their standard
states of unit activity.

"!.f such is not the case, use must

be made of EQn. 2-1.
If the sign of

;~Fo

is negative the product of the 8.C-

tivities of the reactants is less than the product of the
activities of the products at equilibrium, and there is a
tendency for the reactants at unit activity to yield the
products at unit activity_

DF

6

is of course zero at equilibrium.
If, on the other hand, there is a tendency for the
products at unit activity to give the reactants at unit
activity,

will be positive, and the reaction will tend

~o

to reverse itself.

The other case to be considered is when

the products and reactants are at unit activity at equilibrium.

!:.F O

will then be zero.

The standard free energy change is seen to be a mathematical convenience, and yields the decrease in free energy
for the following hypothetical reaction at constant temperature:
Step (1) Simultaneously bring together products and reac ants in their standard states of unit activity.
Step (2) Let reaction proceed to equilibrium conditions.
The decrease in free energy in calories is then given by
Eqn. 2-2.

The standard free energy may be described as the

deviation from the condition of min.imum energy,

/::,FO =

o.

It was pOinted out before that Eqn. 2-1 must be used
if the products and reactants are not initially at unit activity.

A hypothetical case may be used to illustrate this

If in the reaction
mA

+ nB

t'

,. oC + pD

, B, C and D are present in their standard states, and the
reaction is allowed to proceed to equilibrium, the only fre
energy change will be the standard free energy change 6F o

?

-RTlnK.
If, however, A, B, C and D are present at some activit
ther than unity, Eqn. 2-1 becomes
6F = AFo + RT1n (co x dP )
(am x bD-)
d the free energy change will be the standard free energy
hange plus a correction factor allowing for deviation from
it activities.

If the arbitrary activites of reactants

nd products happen to be those required for equilibrium,

d IJ.F

= O.

When comparing different reactions at the same tempera
ure, or the same reaction at different temperatures, it ca
e seen that the standard free energy change offers a conenlent basis for comparison.

It is for this reason that

ompilations of standard free energy data are important.
It can be seen that an experimental evaluation of the
qullibrium constant of a reaction at any temperature will
ield directly the standard free energy change for the rection at that temperature.

A special case of the expres-

ion for standard free energy change will be used for this
nvestigation.

When considering the formation of a metallic

ulfide, or the reaction describing the transition between
phases, there 1s only one volatile component
assuming non-volatile metals and metal sulf1des) and that

8

is the sulfur vapor.

Therefore when experimentally deter-

mining the thermodynamic properties of metallic sulfides,
the most convenient avenue of approach that presents itself
is the study of the equilibrium sulfur pressure above the
solid phases present at the prevailing experimental conditions.

When considering the formation of a metallic sul-

fide from the elements, an illustrative reaction can be
written thus:
Me (s) + 1/2S2 (g)

::=:;.

MeS(s)

The corresponding equilibrium constant can be written

where

~es' ~e

1/2
and A s correspond to the activities of th
2

reaction components.

The standard free energy change for

the reaction as written is expressed as
6,FO

= - RT1n

Ames
x A1/2
Arne
s2

It may be in order now to specify the standard states
that are used in work of this nature.

They are as follows:

Sulfur - diatomic sulfur gas
Sulfides - pure stable solids or liquids depending on
whether they are above or below their me1ting points
Gases - one atmosphere pressure
Metals _ pure stable solids, liquids or gases depend-

9

ing on whether they are above or below their
melting or boiling potnts
Thus for a reaotion taking plaoe below the melting point of
the metal or metal sulfide and assuming no solid solution
between the two, the metal and metal sulfide may be assumed
to be in their standard states of unit aotivity.

The equi-

librium constant and hence the standard free energy ohange
will then depend only on the pressure of S2 vapor above the
equilibrium mixture, assuming constant temperature.
6Fo =

-RTln A172
s2

he activity of the 3 2 vapor may be replaced by the term
ugaoity, whioh is the escaping tendenoy of the gas or vapo
For two phases in equilibrium containing
he same volatile component, the fugacity of the volatile
omponent is the same for the two phases.

The fugacity may

lso be defined as the pressure that would be exerted by
as if it behaved ideally.

At high temperatures and low or

oderate pressures, one may assume that this is the case an
he fugaoity beoomes equal to the partial pressure of the

= -RTln

~
p s
2

by measuring the equilibrium pressure of the 52 gas
bove the metal and metal sulfide phases, one can obtatn
hen the standard free energy of formation of the metal sul

10

fide being studied.
For equilibria between two sulfide phases, the same
general considerations apply.

Consider the following re-

action

+ 1/282
(g)
The standard free energy of transition between the two sulfide phases is then given by
flFO = -RTln pl/2

s2

In principle then, the free energy of formation or the
free energy of transition of metal sulfides can be determined, in the absence of volatile metals and sulfides, by
measuring the pressure of 8 2 gas above the equilibrium mixtures. However, sulfur gas does not consist entirely of 8 2
molecules.

It consists of

vary~

amounts of S2, 86 and S8

molecules, depending on the temperature.

One then has to

consider the equilibria between the S2' S6 and S8 molecules.
The method of studying directly the sulfur pressure is
applicable for all sulfur pressures, but it may happen that
at low temperatures the reaction rate between stable and unstable phases may be so slow as to be impractical.

For this

reason an indirect method may have to be employed.

One

method that has been used extensively for the study of metallic sulfides is the hydrogen reduction method.

In this

method hydrogen is passed over the heated sulfide with the
ponsequent formation of H2S.

The amount of H28 formed when

11

in equilibrium with the solid phases and H2 is proportional
o the sulfur pressure under the same conditions.
NeS(s) + H2(g) ~ Me(s) + H2S(g)
PH S

K

=

-

2

PH2

e equilibrium constant of this reaction when combined wit
ata for H2 - 52 - H25 equilibria, yields directly the sulfur pressure at equilibrium conditions.

dding:
MeS(s) ~ Me(s) + 1/2S2(g)
This equation would have to be written in the oPPosite diection and the equilibrium constant inverted to obtain the
ree energy of formation.
The same considerations bold for equilibria between
sulfide phases.
2MeS2(s) + H2(g)

~ Me2S3(s)

+ H2S(g)

The hydrogen reduction method is used in this investiation of equilibria between the metallic sulfides studied.
A survey of exist~ experimental methods.

The exist-

ing methods for studying the sulfur pressure above metallic

12

sulfides fall into two groups, the static methods and the
dynamic methods.

The static methods will be discussed

first.
Static methods.

The static method for measuring sul-

fur pressures is fundamentally the simplest.

BlItz and co-

w~rkerslO used a statlc method to study the sulfur pres-

sures of a large number of sulfides.

They removed succes-

sive amounts of sulfur from the sulfide, each tlme measurlng the equlllbrium sulfur pressure with a silica spiral
manometer.
A dew polnt method has been used by several lnvestigators, notably by Allen and Lombard ll for the determination of the dlssociation pressures of CuS and FeS2 and
by Rosenqvist 12 for the study of iron sulfides up to FeS2.
\

The method consists of placlng the sulfide to be studied in
one end of a furnace tube, which is then sealed and evacuated.

The tube is then placed in a furnace that has two

sets of heating elements, one set for each end of the tube.
Both ends of the tube containing the sulfide have re-entran
tubes that are used as thermocouple wells.

The whole fur-

nace is then heated to the deslred temperature.

While main

tainlng the desired temperature at the end of the tube con10 W. Biltz and R. Juza:

~ anorg. Chern., 190, 161 (1930).

11 E.T. Allen and R.H. Lombard: Amerlcan Journal of Science, ~, Serles 4, 175 (l9l7).
12 T. Rosenqvlst:

Jn1. Iron ~ Steel Inst., 176, 37 (1954 •

13

taining the sulfide, the temperature of the other end is
lowered slowly, until sulfur from dissociation of the sulfide is seen to condense on the re-entrant tube.

This pro-

cedure is carried out for the condensation and evaporation
of the sulfur vapor present, until the temperature at which
condensation. and evaporation take place checks within one
or two degrees Centigrade.

The dissociation pressure of

the sulfide can then be obtained from data for the vapor
pressure of pure liquid sulfur.
Several static methods have been employed in the equil
ibration of H2S-H 2 mixtures with metal sulfides. P~labon13
enclosed the metal sulfide or a mixture of sulfide and meta
with hydrogen or a hydrogen-hydrogen sulfide mixture in a
tube and heated it to the desired temperature.

After allow-

ing sufficient time to elapse to attain equilibrium, the
tube was removed from the furnace and rapidly air cooled by
swinging it around on the end of a wire.

The gas,

retaini~

its high temperature equilibrium composition, was then anal.
yzed.
A method in which the partial pressures of hydrogen
and hydrogen sulfide were measured simultaneously was em-

~loyed by Britzke and Kapustinsky14.

•
13 H. Pelabon:

The sulfide is en-

Ann. Chim. Phys., (7) ~, 365 (1902).

~4 E.V. Britzke and A.F Kapustinski:
95 (1932).

~ anor~. Chem., (205),

14
plosed in a silica bulb into which a platinum tube is sealec.
~he silica bulb and platinum tube are connected externally
~y

a manometer, and another external manometer is connected

to the platinum tube.

When heated to the desired tempera-

ture, the hydrogen diffuses through the platinum until the
is the same on both sides.

~ressure

The difference in pres-

sure between the platinum tube and silica bulb is due to thE
~artial

pressure of the hydrogen sulfide, while the

~anometer

gives the hydrogen pressure directly.

exter.na~

The ratio

of the two manometer readings gives directly the equili~rium

constant.
The largest source of error in measurements of the

static type involving two gases of widely varying densities
1s the error due to thermal diffusion or segregation.

In a

closed container containing two or more gases of apprecia~ly

different densities, there will be complete homogeneity

in the container as long as no thermal gradient exists along the length of the contatner.
~radient

However, if a thermal

is imposed on the container, it will be found that

the gas of greater density will segregate in the region of
lower temperature, while the less dense gas will tend to
segregate in the region of higher temperature.

In this way,

~ concentration gradient is set up as a result of the ther~al gradient that exists.

Thus if a metal-metal sulfide

~ixture is equilibrated with a hydrogen-hydrogen sulfide

~ixture in a closed system in which an appreciable thermal

15

gradient exists, the gas taken for analysis from the cold
portion of the system will not be the true equilibrium
composition, but will be higher in hydrogen sulfide content.
There are several ways in which the effects of thermal
diffusion can be overcome.

These methods will be discussed

1n the following section on dynamic methods.
Dynamic method!!!.

There are many dynam1c methods that

have been used by previous investigators.

The methods due

to Knudsen and Langmuir are based on the rate of evaporation of the volatile component in a vacuum.

Although these

methods have been used very little in the past to determine
thermodynamic properties, several investigators have recently applied these methods to various compounds.

McCabe l !

used the Knudsen method to determine sulfur pressures above
molybdenum sesqu1sulfide, McCabe, Alcock and Hudson16 used
the same method for determ1ning sulfur pressures above FeS
~d Fe, and McCabe and Hudsonl7 used the Knudsen method to
~etermine

the free energy of formation of Mn7C3 • Thermal
~1ffus1on effects are not likely to enter in here, due to
~he

presence of only one species of gas molecule.

~5 C.L. ¥~Oabe:

Trans. AlME, ~, 61 (1954).

16 C.L. McCabe, C.B. Alcock, and R.G. Hudson:
,2, 17 (January, 1957).

~7 C.L. McCabe and R.G. Hudson:
ary, 1957).·

Jnl. Metals,

Jnl. Metals, ,2, 17 (Janu-

16

Another dynamic method is known as the transportation
nethod.

A steady, measured, stream of inert gas is passed

over the substance being investigated, which is held at constant temperature.

The gas stream passing over the sub-

stance removes the volatile component at a rate that is dependent on their relative pressures and on the rate of gas
flow.

The volatile component is collected, usually by con-

densation, and the rate of removal is found.

In the ideal

saturation should be attained at zero flow rate.

~ase,

Actually, complete saturation can be attained at very slow
~low

rates, so there is a possibility of error in extra-

polation to zero flow rate.

Another source of error that

should be considered is that due to thermal diffusion.

If

the flow rate is sufficiently slow, thermal diffusion errors
can become significant due to the density differences of the
two gases.
A slight variation of this method has been used by dif~erent

investigators.

Instead of using an inert gas, hydro-

gen is passed over the heated sulfide, forming hydrogen sulPide.

The equilibrium constant for the reaction is then

pbtained by extrapolating to zero flow rate.

That this

extrapolation can lead to error has already been pointed
out.

Thermal diffusion must also be considered as a source

of error in this method.
~reat,

If the flow rate is sufficiently

thermal diffusion effects will not appear.

17
Sherman, Elvander and Ch1pman18 studied equi11bria between hydrogen-hydrogen sulfide mixtures and molten ironsulfur alloys.

An H2S-H2 mixture of known composition was

bubbled through a molten 1ron-sulfur alloy at the desired
temperature.

Equilibrium was assumed to have been reached

when the composition of the melt became constant.

Effects

due to thermal diffusion were eliminated by maintaining a
sufficiently high rate of flow, and also by preheating the
gas mixture before it came in contact with the melt.

Ther-

mal diffusion effects can also be reduced by mixing in a
third, heavy gas that is inert, such as argon.
Essentially the same method has been used by Schuhmann
and Moles l9 in their study of sulfur activities in liquid
copper sulfides.

An H2 S-H 2 mixture was bubbled through the

molten Cu-S alloy, and the entrant gas composition was adjusted until both entrant and exit gases had the same composition.

The melt was then assumed to be equilibrated with

the gas mixture, and was sampled and analyzed.
The last dynamic method to be considered is in principle the method used in this investigation.

It has been

~sed by many investigators, notably Cox and co-workers 20 in
18 C.W. Sherman, H.I. Elvander and J. Chipman:
~, 334 (1950).
19 R. Schuhmann, Jr. and

o.W.

Moles:

Jnl. Metal~

Jnl. Metals,

2,

235

(1951).
20 E.M. Cox, M.C. Bachelder, N.H. Nachtr1eb and A.S. Skap-

sk1:

Trans. AlME, 185, 27 (1949).

18
~heir

study of copper, iron and manganese sulfides, RosenRvist 21 in his study of Ag-Ag2S equilibria, Brooks 22 in his
study of the reaction 2 Cu + H2S ~ CU2S + H2' and by
Rosenqvist 23 in his study of the iron, cobalt and nickel
sulfides.
~he

The method consists of recirculating hydrogen over

heated sulfide in a closed system with the consequent

~ormation

of hydrogen sulfide, until the gas mixture reaches

~ constant composition.
~ulfide

Rosenqvist 24 in his worl{ on silver

found that the time needed to reach equilibrium de-

pended on the time needed to mix the gases thoroughly, and
was essentially independent of the furnace temperature.
Thermal diffusion effects can be eliminated by sufficiently
preheating the gas mixture before it enters the reaction
zone, and by maintaining a sufficiently high pumping rate.
Rosenqvist25 states that the gas ratio remained constant
(no thermal diffusion effects) when pumping rates from 175
pc. per minute to 440 cc. per minute were used.

The ap-

proach to equilibrium can be checked by sampling the gas at
~ucceeding

time intervals.

21 T. Rosenqvist:
22 A.A. Brooks:
23 T. Rosenqvist:
24 T. Rosenqvist:
~5 T. Rosenqvist:

Trans. ~, 18.5, 451 (1949).
J. Am.
-

Chern. ~,

12,

2464 (1953).

Jn1. Iron and Steel Inst., 176, 37 (1954) •

-

-

Trans. AIME, 182' 451 (1949).

-

Jn1. Iron and Steel Inst., 176, 37 (1954) •

-
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Description of apparatus and experimental method used
in this investigation.

investigation is pictured in Figures 1 and 2.

~his

~ystem

~onvenient
~roved

The

is made entirely of glass and refractory materials.

~xtensive

~d

The equilibrium apparatus used in

use was made of ground glass joints to provide a
method for disassembly.

The ground glass joints

to be trouble free and were found to be both pressure

vacuum tight.
The furnace employs a

resistance winding sup-

I~thal

ported inside a refractory core.

The resistance element is

Purther enclosed by an open ended refractory insulating
~ube,

~he

with annular refractory blocks protecting the ends of

winding.

The heating element assembly is mounted inside

Ithe furnace shell which is made of transite.
!~ween
~illed

The space be-

the heating element assembly and furnace shell is
with insulating brick and powdered magnesite.

Power for the furnace winding is obtained from a type
156-2S-B Powerstat.

Input to the Powerstat is controlled

py a Wheelco Capacitrol Controller.

To minimize temperature

~ariations in the furnace tube, the controlling chromel-

~lumel thermocouple is placed outside the furnace tube, be~ween

the windings as shown in Figure 1.

Temperature measure-

~ent is then made with a platinum-platinum, 10% rhodium
~hermocouple placed inside the furnace tube.

The platinum-

platinum, 10% rhodium thermocouple was checked against a
~hermocouple that had been standardized by the National Bu-
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reau of Standards.
tigrade.

The agreement was within 1 degree cen-

The estimated temperature regulation is : IOC.

Maximum power input to the furnace winding is 45 volts at

45 amperes.
The pump used to circulate the gas mixture is a two
stroke, double acting, magnetic piston pump made of Pyrex
glass.

A piece of steel tubing is sealed inside the

pisto~

The piston is raised and lowered by the four moving magnets
just outside the cylinder walls.

The magnet assembly is

suspended from a pulley arrangement.

A one-sixth horse-

power motor drives a variable speed torque converter, which
in turn rotates an arm.

The strings supporting the magnets

are fastened to one end of the rotating arm by means of a
sleeve bearing.

In this way, the rotary motion of the arm

gives rise to the vertical motion of the magnets.

The pump

ing rate is then adjusted by means of the variable speed
torque converter.
The ground glass joints at the end of the porcelain
furnace tube are sealed on by means of sealing wax.

The

jOints are kept cool by means of cooling coils through whicl
water is circulated.

The alundum crucible, made of 99+%

A1 0 , is supported in the thermal center of the furnace
2 3
tube by an alundum tube. The supporting alundum tube is in
turn supported by the lower ground glass joint.

The porce-

lain thermocouple protection tube containing the platinumplatinum, 10% rhodium thermocouple is suspended as shown in

23
he drawing.

Its end is just above the alundum crucible.

emperature is measured by a potentiometer to within one de
ree centigrade, which gives an overall accuracy of ! 2 derees centigrade in the temperature measurements.
To insure adequate preheating of the gas, a smaller
tube is suspended as shown in Figure 1.

As can be

thermocouple protection tube passes through the
this tube.

The annular space left for the gas to

through gives an adequate degree of preheat.
As the gas is circulated, it passes over two alundum
oats containing P20S.

At high temperatures there is some

eduction of the A1 2 03 refractories by the hydrogen. If
gas contains appreciable amounts of H2S, the attack on
The P 2 0 S removes the
ater vapor from the circulating gas mixture, and reduces
refractories is even greater.

he chance of oxidation of the sulfide by the water vapor.
en checked by x-ray diffraction, no oxide contamination

0

sulfide was found.
The gases used in this investigation were supplied by
Matheson Company.

The stated minimum purity of the H2S

s 99.9% and the minimum purity of the electrolytic H2 is

9.8%, with the principal impurity being water vapor.

No

teps were taken to further purify the H2S, except to pass
t through an activated alumina drying tower.

To eliminate

y free 02 in the electrolytic hydrogen, the hydrogen was
irst passed through an activated palladium catalyst and
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then dried in an activated alumina drying tower.

The argon

tused in this investigation has a minimum purity of 99.9%,
the principal impurity being nitrogen.
~sing

No precautions on

other than drying were taken.
Before regular use could be made of the equilibrium

apparatus, care had to be taken to make sure the system was
both pressure and vacuum tight.
~ad

Once these two conditions

been satisfied, equilibrium runs were ready to be made.

The procedure was as follows.

From 10 to 20 grams of the

dried sulfide were placed in the crucible, and lowered into
the furnace.
~ce

The ground glass joints at the top of the fur

tube were then placed in position, sealing the system.

The whole system, including the gas purifying section, was
evacuated and filled with hydrogen.

This procedure was re-

peated at least three or four times to insure the removal 01
all air from within the system.

After the flushing of the

system had been completed, hydrogen was admitted until a
pressure of 3 to 4 cm. above atmospheriC was reached.

The

furnace was then turned on, and allowed to heat slowly to
the desired temperature.
~ydrogen

To allow for the expansion of the

while the furnace was heating, the hydrogen was

~llowed to escape through the pressure relief trap, which

insured a slight positive pressure of hydrogen in the system while heating.

At a temperature slightly below the de-

Sired temperature, the system was sealed.

The consequent

increase in H2 pressure brought it to about 3 to 4 em. abOVE
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~tmospheric.

The pump was then turned on, and circulated

the hydrogen at a rate of about 30 cc. per second.
enough to eliminate thermal diffusion effects.

~apid
~ump

The

was allowed to run for the length of time necessary to

~ttain

equilibrium.

For gas ratios from 0.01 on up, 12

were sufficient time.

~ours

e4

This is

For gas ratios under this value,

hours or more were allowed to attain equilibrium.

In a

of attainment of equilibrium in gas-metal re~ctions, Gokcen26 has pOinted out that in a series of simi-

~onsideration

p'ar reactions with similar amounts of condensed phases, same
~olume

of gas, and approximately the same composition change

~ecessary In

the condensed phase to reach the equilibrium

composition, the reaction with the largest equilibrium constant will reach equilibrium in the shortest time.

Thus

some basis for explanation of the observed times to reach
~quilibrium

is available.

When the gas reached a constant

pomposition, a sample was taken for analysis, the tempera~ure

raised the desired amount and the reaction allowed to

proceed at the new temperature.

In this way, the gas ratio

~as obtained for a series of temperatures.

When the desired

~emperature range had been covered, the system was evacuated,

"'illed with argon, and allowed to cool to room temperature.
~ sample of the condensed phases was then removed for analy~is.

An x-ray diffraction pattern was also obtained.

~6 N.A. Gokcen:

-----

Jn1. of Metals,

2'

No.2, 191 (1953).
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During the course of the run, some sulfur is removed
rom the solid phases present as the gas ratio

~creases.

hus the composition does vary somewhat during the course
of an experimental run.

As the results are to be plotted

on a gas ratio vs. composition diagram, the composition cor
esponding to each gas ratio must be known.

For sulfides

a low gas ratio, the composition change from the begin
to the end of the run is very small, on the order of
to 0.2%.

For this reason, it is believed that no ap-

reciable error is introduced by assuming that the gas rati
aries linearly between the initial and final compositions.
is assumption has been made use of for sulfides with a 10
For sulfides with a high gas ratio, the composition of the sulfide may change as much as J to
the course of a run.

4%

during

The procedure followed in this case i

o make a separate run for each temperature studied.

After

he gas ratio has been determined at the desired temperaure, the system is cooled and the solid phases'analyzed.
The gas was analyzed for its hydrogen sulfide content
y means of a Tutwiler burette, pictured in Figure J.

The

ethod of connecting the burette to the system can be seen
rom Figure 2.

The procedure in taking a gas sample and

nalyzing it is as follows.

The starch solution in the

bulb is ~rought to a level just touching the lower
of the burette.

The

stopcock on the burette is

hen turned to connect the interior of the burette with the

27

Figure 3.

Tutwiler Burette

28

line leading to the system.

The burette and the line lead-

ing to the system are then evacuated through the three way
stopcock in the line.

When this portion has been

thoroughl~

evacuated, the vacuum line is closed, and the stopcock connecting the system to the gas analysis line is opened, allowing the H2 -H 2 S mixture to enter the evacuated burette.
This stopcock and the stopcock at the top of the burette
are closed, and the burette is disconnected from the system.
The gas mixture, being non-ideal, cools below room temperature when allowed to expand into the evacuated space.

For

this reason the gas burette is allowed to stand until it
has reached room temperature.

Room temperature and baro-

metric pressure are then recorded.

As can be seen from

Figure 3, the lower portion of the gas burette has two cali·
bration marks of 100 mI. and 110 mI.

With the upper stop-

cock being kept closed, the lower stopcock is opened and
the leveling bulb is raised until the starch solution
reaches the 100 mI. mark.

The lower stopcockm then close~

The gas, now at a pressure above atmospheric, is allowed to
escape through the capillary at the top of the burette until it reaches atmospheric pressure.

This results in a gas

volume of 100 mI. at room conditions.

The upper stopcock

is then closed, the bottom stopcock opened and the level of
the starch solution allowed to recede to the 110 mI. mark,
leaving about 10 mLof starch solution in the bottom portion.

This results in a partial vacuum inside the burette.

29
he small upper burette, calibrated from 0 to 10 ml., is
then filled with iodine solution of known normality.

Two

iodine solutions of approximately 0.1 N and 0.01 N were use
in this investigation.

The partial vacuum inside the gas

urette insures the iodine solution being drawn into the ga
The iodine solution is then allowed to occupy the
capillary bore in the stopcock plug, and the volume is recorded.

The iodine solution is now allowed to come in con-

act with the H2 -H 2S mixture. A small amount of iodine
solution is admitted, and the entire burette agitated to
insure close contact of the reactants.

This procedure is

ontinued until the starch indicator shows a faint blue
inge, indicating excess iodine.

When this condition has

een reached, the H2S in the sample has been consumed. Pro
amount of iodine consumed the volume of H2S in the samat standard conditions can be calculated.

The 100 mI.

is also reduced to standard conditions from the kno
emperature and pressure.

The volume of the H2 is then ob-

by subtracting the volume of the H2S at STP from the
volume at STP.

The gas ratio is obtained by dividi

volume of the H2 into the volume of the H2S.
The method is the same 1n principle as that used in
dometr1c titrat10n, the reaction be1ng
H2 S + 12 ~ S + 2H1

e iodine solution is standardized against dr1ed, accurate
y we1ghed amounts of Nat10nal Bureau Standards As 2 03-

The

,30

standardization reaction is
As 2 0,3 + 2H 2 0 + 2I2 ~ AS 2 0 + 4HI
S
There are several objections that might be raised concerning this analytical procedure.

The first point to be con-

sidered is the effect of water vapor pressure of the starch
solution. upon the pressure of the gas sample when bringing
it to room conditions.

The second is the question of wheth

er any H2S that should dissolve in the starch solution is
lost upon lowering the level of the starch solution to 110
ml.

The first point can be answered by considering the

several preliminary runs made on the Cu-Cu2S equilibrium.
Satisfactory data for the gas ratio at different temperatures are available in the literature 27 , 28. The results
of the preliminary runs made and the data from the literature are plotted for comparison in Figure 4.

Considering

the scatter in the published experimental data, the results
of the preliminary runs check quite closely with the previous work.

It was therefore concluded that the effect of

",rater vapor pressure was negligible.
Considering now the question of the loss of H2 S in the
starch solution as the level is lowered, it can be seen tha
the top 10 ml. of solution remains in the burette as the
indicator.

It is felt that any H2S that did enter into

27 Cox, Bachelder, Nachtrieb and Skapski:
28 Brooks:

~ ~

~ cit.
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solution did not have a chance to penetrate below the top
10 mI., due to the short time involved in adjusting the
solution levels.

The time involved was on the order of 30

seconds.
When making equilibrium studies, it is necessary to
know which phases are being equilibrated.

Since one of the

objects of this investigation was to determine the phases
present in the titanium-sulfur system, the titanium-sulfur
ratio of the solid phases had to be determined for each gas
ratio obtained. experimentally.

Several methods are avail-

able for titanium determination.

The first method tried

was a volumetric method, that depended on the oxidation of
Ti+3 ions in solution to Ti+4 by means of a standardized
ferric ammonium sulfate solution.

This method was not foun<

to be practical, due to the inability of the author to detect the exact end point.

The next method tried, and the

one used subsequently, was the oxidation of the titanium
sulfide to titanium oxide by ignition in air.

Simultaneous

analyses of the same material checlmd to within 0.1% Ti.
The dried sulfide was accurately weighed into constant
weight porcelain crucibles and heated at red heat until
oxidation was complete.

The crucibles were then allowed to

cool in a dessicator, and reweighed.

Titanium was then de-

termined from the weight of Ti0 2 present. To establish the
absence of the formation of TiN from Ti02 and N2 the following calculation was made for 600 o C, assuming Ti02 alread

JJ
formed,
Ti02 (s ) + 1/2N2( g ) '--; TiN(S) + 02(g)

o

-180
(keal.)

6.FO

b,F°R

=

-60

o

+ 120 keal.

Thus it does not seem likely that TiN would be formed from
Ti0 2 upon ignition.
enee.

Sulfur was then determined by differ-

CHAPTER III
PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF THE TITANIUM SULFIDES
The titanium sulfide phases studied in this investigation are the phases having a lower sulfur content than titanium disulfide, TiS 2 • Since the hydrogen reduction method is used in this study, the logical starting point is
titanium disulfide.

A review of the various preparative

methods available, with a description of the method used in
this investigation follow in the succeeding section.

I.

PREPARATION OF TITANIU11 DISULFIDE
Review of the literature. Mellor 29 gives a comprehensive survey of methods used to prepare TiS 2
cited include the following work of:

0

The methods

Rose, who prepared

TiS 2 by the action of CS 2 on Ti02 at red heat; Berthier,
who prepared TiS2 by reacting Ti0 2 , S and Na2CO) under a
layer of charcoal; Ebelmen, who prepared TiS2 by reacting
H2S and TiC14 vapor at about 600 o C.
gives TiS2 of high purity.

Ebelmen's reaction

K1effner)0 studied Ebe1men's

reaction at various temperatures and found that at 450

0
-

29 J.W. Mellor: A Comprehensive Treatise 2ll Inorganic ~
Theoretical Chemistry (New York: LOngmans, Green and
~ompany, 1927) Volume VII, p. 90, citing H. Rose, Q11:
bert's Ann.,ll, 129 (1823), P. Berthier, Ann. Chem.
Phys., 121' 1Q, 289 (1839), and J.J. Ebelmen, Ann. Chem.
Phys., (3) gQ, 394 (1847).
Metal. u. Erz., 21, 307 (193 4 ).
30 J. Kleffner: ...-.
.......- -
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500 0 C, TiS 2 is chiefly formed, at 1100 0
formed.

1150 o C, Ti S is
2 3
At low temperatures, TiSCl is formed. The lower
-

sulfides of titanium were prepared by von der Pfordten31 by
means of hydrogen reduction.

The limiting composition was

found to be TiS at low temperatures up to l500 o C.
Preparative method used in this investigation.

Ebel-

men's reaction, in which TiC14 vapor is reacted with H2S,
was used to prepare TiS2 for this investigation.

The ap-

paratus used for the reaction is pictured in Figure 5-

The

flask is filled approximately one third full with liquid
TiC14 and closed.

Dried helium is then passed through the

flask and furnace tube to flush out any Ti02 and HCI that
may be present from hydrolysis of the TiC14.

When this has

been accomplished, the clamp at the top of the flask is
closed, the remainder of the system flushed with helium,
and with dried H2 S •

When the flushing has been completed,
the furnace is allowed to come to a temperature of 630 oC •

The hot plate under the TiCl4 flask is then turned on heating the TiC14_

The temperature of the TiC14 is brought

just about to the boiling temperature which is 136°C.

H2S

is then passed through the flask, becoming saturated with
TiC14 vapor.

The vapor passes through the furnace tube

where the reaction

-

TiC1 4 (g) + 2H 2S(g) (

31 0. von der Pfordten:

, TiS 2{s) + 4HCI(g)
Lieb. Ann., 234, 257 (1886).
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takes place.

The reaction is allowed to proceed until the

TiC14 has been consumed.

This took from 4 to 5 hours.

To

maintain a slight positive pressure in the system, the
gases were passed through a water bubbler trap, which also
absorbed the HCl formed.

Any excess H2S was then oxidized

to S02 and water vapor in the gas flame.

These gases were

then exhausted through a hood.
When the TiC14 had been consumed, the clamp above the
flask was closed, and the bypass line opened.

Pure H2S was

then allowed to flow through the furnace tube, still at

630 o C, for about one-half hour.

It was felt that this pro-

cedure would eliminate any excess TiC14 that may be present
in the TiS2 produced.

The flow of H2S was then reduced to

a low rate, and the furnace cooled to room temperature.
The TiS2 produced was present as yellow scales deposited on
the walls of the furnace tube.

This material was removed

and very carefully examined to pick out the most suitable
material.

The chances of contamination were further re-

duced by this procedure.

The selected disulfide crystals

were then ground to -100 mesh.
Any free sulfur that might have been present in the
titanium disulfide powder was extracted by means of carbon
disulfide.

The carbon disulfide was recirculated by means

of the apparatus shown in Figure
lated for about one hour.

5.

The CS2 was recircu-

By weighing the sulfide sample

~efore and after extraction it was found that it contained

38
~pproximately

0.2% free sulfur.

After purification and drying, the titanium disulfide
~as

analyzed for its titanium content as previously de-

scribed.

It was found to contain 43.72% Ti and 56.28% S,

corresponding to a titanium - sulfur ratio of TiSI.920.
~heoretical composition of TiS2 is 42.70% Ti, 57.30% S.

An

diffraction pattern of the disulfide agreed with the

~-ray

information given by Biltz, Ehrlich and Ileisel32 •

A total

pf about one-half pound of TiSI.920 was prepared for use.
No data are available on the solubility product of
~iS2'

hence nothing quantitative can be said concerning the

~recipitation

~y

H2 S •

~ater,

of TiS2 from an aqueous solution of its ions

However, TiS2 does hydrolyze when in contact with
so it does not seem likely that it can be precipi-

tated by H S, due to the very low solubility of its oxide.
2
Several experiments were carried out to determine
~hether TiS2 could be prepared from Ti02 and H2S.

Dry E2S

was passed over Ti02 at IOOOoC in a small tube furnace for
~ _ 5 hours.
~nd examined.

The charge was cooled in an atmosphere of H2S
Its appearance was identical with the materi-

~l produced by means of Ebelmen's reaction.

An x-ray dif-

~raction pattern showed no Ti02 lines, but some oxide could
nave bee.n present in very small amountS.
~2 W. Biltz, P. Ehrlich and K. Meisel:
A~lgem. Chern., 234, 97 (1937).

Zeit. Anorg. u.
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II.

PROPERTIES OF THE TITANIUM SULFIDES

The considerations given below are for the sulfide
phases reported in the literature as existing in the titanium - sulfur system.

The considerations concerning chemi-

cal bonding and crystal structure may prove useful for othel
sulfides that may occur in this system.
Crystal structure.

Titanium disulfide has been re-

ported to crystallize in the space group D5d by Ofteda133 •
This corresponds to the layered cadmium iodide structure,
in which the titanium atoms exist in octahedral coordinatior.
the sulfur atoms.

~ith

= 5.691

are c

AO, a

=

The hexagonal unit cell dimensions
3.397 AO, cia

=

1.675.

Titanium monosulfide has the nickel arsenide structure
with hexagonal unit cell dimensions a

pia = 1.9634.
~i2S3'

= 3.30 AO, c = 6.44Ao,

Nothing is known of the crystal structure of

although it has been reported that its symmetry is

~robably less than hexagona1 35 •
The change of structure in going from TiS 2 to TiS in~olves the transition from the CdI 2 structure to the NiAs
~tructure, the intermediate step being the formation of Ti 2S 3

pf unknown symmetry.
33 I. Oftedel:
34 N. S'chonberg:

The NiAs type TiS lattice differs from

Zeit. Physik. Chem.,~, 301 (1928).

Acta.~,,g,, 427 (1954).

~5 Structure Re~orts,

12,

228 (1950).
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the CdI 2 type TiS 2 lattice in that the TiS lattice has a
layer of titanium atoms inserted in hexagonal symmetry at
half the height of the c axis.

This difference can be seen

by comparing Figures 6 and 7, in which the unit cells of
the two structures are shown.

The transition between the

two types of lattice can be accomplished in two ways.

Ti-

tanium atoms can be removed from the TiS lattice to give
the TiS 2 structure, or sulfur atoms can be removed from the
TiS 2 lattice to give the TiS structure. In any event, either transition involves the formation of the Ti 2S3 structule
which is unknown at the present time.

The question could

now be raised as to whether Ti 2S is a true compound or a
J
configuration corresponding to TiS·TiS2.

An interpenetra-

tion of the TiS and TiS 2 lattices could give a highly symmetrical structure with hexagonal symmetry_ However, Biltz
and coworkers J6 have shown that Ti2SJ has a very wide ho~o
geneity range, which indicates that the Ti2SJ lattice is
capable of taking interstitially large amounts of t1tanium
or sulfur.

It appears logical that-a structure having a lo~

symmetry would be more capable of doing this than the structure previously hypothesized for Ti2SJ-

It is therefore

concluded that Ti2SJ is a compound, and not composed of
!equimolecular proportions of TiS and TiS2·
Chemical bonding-

Titanium disulfide is the only sul-

36 Biltz, Ehrlich and Meisel, ££.:.

.2!h

(l)

ro
oM
ro
o

H

4J

fide for which anything is known regarding the chemical
bonds involved.

PaulingJ7 states that the octahedral bonds

in TiS 2 correspond to sp3 d 2 orbitals formed from the unstable

orbitals of the valence shell of the titanium atom.

The normal electronic configuration of the ground state of
the titanium atom is represented by
Argon .
Core

-• -• -3d- - -

4s

••

-~-

4d

The titanium atom prepared for bonding is represented by
Argon
Core

_ _ ~_~-_~~~~ps
• • x., x...
,~

_~_

_~ _ _ _

~~~------~--1ivailable for bonding

The 4s electrons are promoted to the 3d level instead of thE
4d level, because of the smaller increase in energy requirec.
The six sp3 d 2 orbitals are directed to the corners of
a regular octahedron, which are occupied by the sulfur
atoms.

Since each sulfur atom is bonded to three titanium

atoms, one possibility might be that the three p orbitals
of the sulfur atom, Px' Py' Pz' are used in bonding with the
spJd2 orbitals of the titanium atom.

The sulfur atom wo~ld

in this case be represented by
Neon
Core

~

••

)to unoccupied Jd orbital of titaniun
atom

37 L. Pauling: Nature of the Chemical ~ (Ithaca:
nell University presS-l94S) p. 184.

Cor-
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As can be seen, the titanium atom does not have any electrons to share, but just has the six empty sp3d 2 orbitals
tha.t are available for bonding.

Since two electrons are

needed to stabilize each p bond but only one is available
from the sulfur, it does not seem likely that just simple p
bonds are used to combine with the sp 3d 2 bonds of the titanium.
Ho't'1ever, in the consideration of the structure of r1oS 2
one finds essentially the same situation in that one sulfur
atom is bonded to three molybdenum atoms. Pauling3 8 states
that the sulfur atom forms three covalent bonds with the
molybdenum atoms, with an unshared pair left to form van
der Waals bonds with the sulfur atoms in the adjacent layer.
The same considerations could then hold true for the sulfur
atom bound to the three titanium atoms in TiS2.

The un-

shared pair in the sulfur atom could either be the two 3s
electrons or an unshared pair from the 3p orbital.

If it

'\'lere assumed that the unshared pair were the two 3s electrons, then the bonds coming from the sulfur atom would be
at right angles to each other, characteristic of straight p
bonding.

Three of the 3p electrons would tben be found in

the p orbitals, with the fourth electron resonating between
the three orbitals, stabilizing them.

In this way, each p

orbital would contain two electrons 1/3 of the time.

The

other alternative is that the unshared pair come from two

\38 Pauling, 2l?!. ~, p. 189.

3p electrons.

The resulting bonding orbitals could then

possibly have some sand p character, probably resulting in
bond angles different from 90 0

•

A careful determination of

the Ti-S-Ti bond angles may shed some light on this matter.
Not enough information is available, however, to state conclusively what the actual bonding mechanism is for the sulfur atoms in TiS 2 •
In titanium monosulfide, TiS, the coordination is of
the 6:6 type.

Each titanium atom is surrounded by six sul-

fur atoms which are located at the corners of a regular
octahedron.

Each sulfur atom is in turn surrounded by six

titanium atoms located at the corners of a regular trigonal
prism.

It may be postulated therefore, that the titanium

atoms form octahedral sp3 d 2 orbitals as in TiS2.

The sul-

fur atoms must then form orbitals that are directed toward
the corners of a regular trigonal prism.

The cations in

HoS2 and lV-S

have the same coordination as the sulfur atoms
2
in TiS, in that they are located in the center of a regular

trigonal prism.

Calculations due to Hultgren 39 show that

six equivalent orbitals directed to the corners of a trigonal prism can be formed from d, s and p orbitals.

The

strength of these orbitals has a value of 2.983 as compared
to the maximum theoretical value of 3.000 for any bonding
orbital.
Referring back to the postulation of straight P and
39 R. Hultgren:

PhYS.~' 40, 891 (1932).
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s-p hybrid orbitals to bond the sulfur atoms in TiS 2 , it ma
be pOinted out now that the maximum strength of the best shybrid that can be constructed has a value of 2.000.
configuration is tetrahedral in nature.

This

Since the arrange-

ment of the titanium atoms around each sulfur is not tetrahedral, it might be expected that the value of any s-p hybrid that is formed would be less than 2.
the straight p orbital is 1.732.

The strength of

By comparing the strength

of these bonds that may be used to bond the sulfur in TiS2
to the value of 2.983 for the sulfur bond in TiS, it could
e expected that TiS2 would lose sulfur more easily than
TiS.

That this is the case has been shown experimentally.
r~&netic

pro£erties.

All substances can be classed in

to three groups on. the basis of magnetic properties.

Sub-

stances can be diamagnetic, paramagnetic or ferromagnet1c,
depending on how magnetiC lines of force are concentrated
in the substance as compared to a vacuum.

In diamagnetic

substances, lines of force prefer to travel through free
space rather than through the substance; in paramagnetic
ubstances, linesof force prefer to travel through the subtance rather than through free space, and in ferromagnetic
ubstances, the same effect is noted, only to a much greatThus in paramagnetic and ferromagnetic subtances there is a concentration of magnetic lines of force,
d in diamagnetic substances there is a deficiency
The term molar susceptibility is used to descri
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these effects, and is positive for paramagnetic substances
and negative for diamagnetic substances.
The titanium sulfides are paramagnetic, having values
of molar susceptibility as follows 40

xm

Compound

(c.g.s. emu)

Ti 2S

62.7 x 10-6 '
175 x 10- 6

TiS

187 x 10- 6

TiSZ

3

If an atom has any unpaired electrons in its orbits,
it will behave as a small magnet with a definite moment.
Usually, such quantities are given on a molar basis.

The

rela tion bet't'leen molar suscepti bill ty and effective moment
per mole of a particular substance is given by

~ = 2.83
where

xm

(xmT)1/2

is the molar paramagnetic susceptibility, T ls the

absolute temperature; fi-t is then expressed in Bohr na.g:neton~.
The values for the various sulfides are now as follows:
Compound

Nj.l

(Bohr Hagnetons at 25°C.)

TiS 2
Ti 2 S3

0.374
0.645

0.668
TiS
Although magnetic data such as these can often be used
to great advantage in discussions of chemical bonding, these

40 E. Wedekind and P. Hausknecht:

Ber., 46, 3763 (1913).
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data presented above are not too applicable, in that the
magnetic properties of more composltions in the co:nposit:ion
range should be known to determine at what point the magnetic properties change most drastically.

This point would

probably indicate a change in bond type.

It is interesting

to note, however, that there is a fairly big gap in the
values between TlS 2 and Ti283.

All that can be said con-

cerning this is that it probably just corresponds to the removal of titanium atoms from the TiS2 lattice.

CHAPTER IV
REV lEW OF THE LITERATURE AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
I.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Literature references concerning the thermodynamic
properties of the titanium sulfides and the phases present
in the titanium-sulfur system are not very plentiful. Picon41 reported that Ti3S4 l'/as formed by heating Ti0 2 and
graphite in an H2 S atmosphere at 1500 0 C. By heating this
preparation in a vacuum at 1300 0C , Ti4S5 was formed. Ti3SS
was obtained by heating a sulfide in H2S at 800 0 e, and
~i2S3 was formed by heating Ti3S4 in H2S at 1400 0C. Ti 2S3
was found to dissociate into Ti3S4 by heating in a vacuum.
Biltz, Ehrlich and Ivleise1 42 have probably done the most
~eliable

work yet reported on the phases present in the ti-

~anium-sulfur system.

In

studying the sulfur pressures of

various titanium-sulfur preparations, they report the existence of TiS , TiS2' Ti2S3' TiS and a subsu1fide correspond3
~ng to Ti4S. Their work indicates a two phase region be~ween TiS

and TiS , a solid solution between TiS2 and
2
3
~i2S3' and, from x-ray data, a two phase region between

"1 8 and TiS. Their sulfur pressure measurements were not
2 3
parried out below a composition of TiSl.48 because of experimental difficulties.

~l

n.

Picon:

From x-ray data, it was deter-

Compt. Rend., 197, 1415 (1933).

~2 Biltz, Ehrlich and Meisel, ~ ~
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mined that the homogeneity of the disulfide phase was sharp
ly bounded on the high sulfur side by the composition TiS2.
Again from x-ray information, Ti 2S was found to have aver
3
wide homogeneity range, extending from TiS l • IJ to T1Sl.?I.
TiS was reported to have a very narrow homogene1ty range,
extending from the stoichiometric composition to T1Sl.04.
Although sulfur pressure measurements were carl'ied out,
no thermodynamic properties were calculated other than the
heat of formation of TiS3 from TiS2 and rhombic sulfur.
The value found for this heat of formation was 4 lW31./111ole.
Using the results of Biltz and co-workers for the tl'JO
phase region between TiSJ and TiS2' ICubaschews1'Cl and Catteral143 have determined the free energy of transition between TiS

3

and TiS 2 •

2 TiSJ{s)
6Fo

d

1

For the reaction
2 TiS 2 (s) + S2(g)

= 37,200 - 42.2 T (750 - 850 oK )

Todd and Coughlin44 reported the low te:!lperatur~ tleHt
capaci ty, entropy at 298.16°1\
content for TiS2.

and

the high temperature

The heat capacity at 293.16

c

::

'he;", t

\t;as found

opy at 298.16°·~
to be 16.23 cal./deg. / mole, and the entr
founcl to be 18.73 ! 0.15 cal./deg./mole • A transition,

~n-

Volving no isothermal heat absorption but correspondinG to
43 0 • Tr
Catterall:
~
£,-ub asc h ews kl and J • A·
4Thermochemical
5
~ Alloys (London: Pergamon Press, 1950) p. 1 •
4
44 S.S. Todd and J.P. Coughlin: :I.!. ~ Chem. ~, 7. , 525
(1952).
I
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a maximu.1Il in heat capacity, was found at 420 oZ.

The high

temperature heat content was found to be
TiS2 (a.):
HT - H298.16

= 8.08 T

+ 13.67 x 10-3 T2 - 3624

(Accuracy 1.0%, 298 - 420 oK)
TiS2

(~):

HT - H29 8.16 = 14.99 T + 2.57 x 10-3 T2 - 4569
Accuracy 0.3%, 420 - 1010oK)
Values of ST - 5298.16 were also given and are listed
as fo1101'1S:

-

;= :

T (oT{)

=

ST - S298.16

350

2.65

400

5.16

420

6.09 (eL )

420

6.09 (p)

500

9.05

600

12.35

700

15. 22

800

17·73

90 0

19.9 8

1000

22.05

1100

24.00

TiS2 could be calculated
Th e free energy of formation of
Unfrom these data if a value of H29 8.l6 were available.
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fortune.tely, an accurate value for H29 8.16 is not available,
but could probably best be obtained through calorimetric
methods.
Bloom 4 5, in a comprehensive study of the conversion of
oxides and oxysalts into sulfides by means of hydrogen sulfide and carbon disulfide, gave information concerning
several of the titanium sulfides.

A static and dynamic

method was used to determine the free energy of formation
of TiS 2 and Ti2S3. Both methods were based on the equilibration of oxide, sulfide, C5 2 and C02 mixtures on one hand
and oxide, sulfide, H2S and H2 0 mixtures on the other. The
following list shows his results, giving first the data obtained using H2 S:
Dynamic method
Ti0 2 + 2 H2S ~ TiS2 + 2 H2 0 (973 - l473°K)
6Fo

= 16.5 - o.oo16T kcal.

By combining this information with that available for the
H2 -0 2 -H 0 equilibrium, the H2-S2-H2S equilibrium and the
2
Ti-0 2 - Ti0 2 equilibrium, the following was obtained:
Ti + 52 ~ TiS2 (973 - 1473° K)

= -37.8

6HO

= -125.7 kcal.
= -125.7 + O.0378T kcal.

6FO
I.

cal./mol e S2/de g.

65 0

f Oxides and Oxysalts into
"The Conversion 0 S lfide and Carbon DisulSulfides by means of HYDdro~~n i~ University of London,
fide." Unpublished Ph..
es ,
London, England, 1947.

~5 H. Bloom:
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For Ti2S3
4/3 Ti0 2 + 2 H28 + 2/3 H2

6Fo

:=:;. 2/3

Ti 2S + 8/3 H2 0
3
(1418 - 1623°1\)

= 85.3 - 0.0423T keal.

Iso obtained was
4/3 Ti + S2'"
63 0
6Ho
DFo

,. 2/3 Ti2S3 (1418 - 1623°K)

= 4.4 ea1./mole S2/deg.
= -80.1 kea1.
= -80.1 O.044T kea1.

Static method
Ti0 2 + 2 H2S ~ TiS2 + 2 H2 0 (1073 - 1473°K)
6Fo = 27.3 - 0.0040T keal.
nd
Ti + 3 2 ~ TiS2 (1073 - 1473° K)
68 0 -- -35.4 ea1./mole S2/de g.
6Ho = -114.8 keal.
6Fo = -114.8 + 0.0354T keal.

or Ti2S3
4/3 Ti02 + 2 H2S + 2/3 H2 ~ 2/3 Ti2S3 + 8/3 H2 0
(1423 - 1673 c10
6Fo

= 67.9

- 0.028T keel.

nd
4/3 Ti + S2 ~ 2/3 Ti2S3 (1423
63 0 = -10.0 eal./mole S2/deg •
DBa = -97.6 keal.
6Fo = -97.6 + O.OlOOT keel.

_ l673°K)
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For equilibria using CS 2 to convert the oxide into the
various sulfides, the following equations were obtained:
Static method
Ti0 2 + CS2
6Fo

= 7.0

~

TiS2 + CO 2 (700 - l300 o K)

- 0.0090T kcal.

By combining this information with information regarding
Ti-02-Ti02' C-0 2 -C0 2 and C-S 2-CS 2 equilibria, the following
data were obtained:
Ti + S2 ~ TiS2 (700 - l300 oK )
~SO

= -32.3 cal./mole S2/de g.

= -119.5 kcal.
6FO = -119.5 + 0.0323T kcal.
~HO

By comparing the preceeding data, it can be seen that
the free energy equations for the formation of TiS2 using
the H2 S dynamic method and the CS2 static method agree
rather closely.

The discrepancy between the data obtained

by the static and dynamiC methods can be explained by the
fact that effects due to thermal diffusion were not eliminated in the static method.
Since it is lmown that both TiS2 and Ti 2S3 possess
rather wide homogeneity ranges, Bloom's data are not of
much use in that a specific titanium-sulfur ratio should be
given for the sulfides formed, as the sulfur pressure can
vary widely within a given homogeneity range.
Bloom also combines several of his equations to give
the following data for the reaction:
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2 TiS2 + H2 ~ Ti 2S + H2S
3
bFo

= 47.2 - 0.034T kcal.

at 600 0 C
~FO

= 17 • .5 kcal.

Using this value, the following calculation was made:
log K

= log

log K

=

H S

~
H2

= 17,.500

--4;-.~.5~7.5""'!""-x-8....7-3

-4.38

H S

K

2
= --= 4.16 x 10-.5

H2

Reference will be made to this calculation in a later section.
II.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results of this investigation are
listed in tabular form in Table I, and graphically in Figures 8 and 9.

The isotherms drawn in Figures 8 and 9 were

obtained by interpolation between closely adjacent temperatures and give the variation of the equilibrium H2 S/ E2 gas
ratio with composition of the sulfide.
The region covered experimentally in this investigatio
lies between the composition Ti.5 S4 and TiS2·

In the region

betl'leen Ti2S3 and Ti S2' the isotherms were determined only
to the extent shown in Figure 9, for at temperatures above
6000c and a gas ratiO of approximately one, the 112 5 disSOCiated, depositing sulfur in the cold portion of the
equilibrium apparatus.

Included in Figures 8 and 9 are som
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TABLE I
EQUILIBRIUM H2S/H2 RATIOS OBTAINED FOR
THE TITANIUM-SVLFUR SYSTEM

Series No.
1

2

3

4

Temperature (oC)

H2S/H2

Composition: S/Ti

614

0.148

1.590

705

0.198

1.580

802

0.199

1.568

912

0.189

1.552

1002

0.184

1.536

516

0.019

1.535

608

0.041

1.530

705

0.063

1.525

808

0.071

1.521

910

0.076

1.518

1003

0.082

1.512

508

0.0055

1.512

602

0.0072

1.510

704

0.011

1.508

812

0.017

1.502

899

0.024

1.500

1003

0.037

1.495

516

0.0030

1.493

608

0.0012

1.490
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TABLE I (continued)
Series No.

5

6

7

Temperature (oc)

Composition: S/Ti

709

0.0028

1.485

798

0.0065

1.481

905

0.017

1.479

1008

0.033

1.476

609

0.00034

1.476

706

0.00116

806

0.0046

913

0.014

1000

0.025

1.465

618

0.00035

1.473

704

0.00079

802

0.00285

907

0.00953

1007

0.0212

1.462

617

0.00017

1.451

705

0.00067

811

0.0027

918

0.0093

1031
8

H2 S/ H2

617
703

0.022

1.447

0.00017

1.436

0.00051
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TABLE I (continued)

Series No.

9

10

11

12

Temperature (oC)

H2S/H 2

Composition: S/Ti

808

0.0021

913

0.0061

1002

0.014

1.432

617 .

0.00017

1.419

710

0.00042

80.5

0.0012

908

0.0038

1002

0.0090

1.414

600

0.00010

1.402

710

0.00034

808

0.00083

91.5

0.0028

1012

0.0063

1.393

706

0.00023

1.381

808

0.00068

913

0.0021

1009

0.0048

1.371

700

0.00017

1.356

799

0.00043

912

0.0014

1002

0.0028

1.354
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TABLE I '( cont inued)

Iseries No.
13

14

17

Temperature (oC)

H2S/H2

Composition: S/T1

700

1.08

1.690

800

0.85

1.650

900

0.55

1.620

1000

0.47

1.570

516

0.030

1.560

608

0.085

714

0.149

817

0.170

909

0.181

1000

0.196

508

11.0

1.520
1.930

509

1.635

1.880

498

2.17

1.887

501

2.16

1.890

506

1.52

1.857

504

2.09

1.880

503

1.38

1.865

507

0.91

1.850

491

4.01

1.895

508

0.35

1.762

0.38

1.780

499

0.5 4

1.80

503
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TABLE I (continued)

Series No.

Temperature (oC)

H2 S/ H2

Composition: S/T1

502

0.12

1.68.5

502

0.045

1.622

610

3.43

1.860

603

3.52

1.860

599

6.00

1.880

598

1.15

1. 760

608

1.86

1.815

18

1010

0.00082

1.20

19

1007

0.00088

0.88

1102

0.00123

0.80.5

21

1097

0.00123

1.083

22

822

0.00039

1.085

895

0.0005.5

1.103

1012

0.00084

1.108
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isotherms that were obtained by calculation from the data
Biltz and coworkers.
shown below.

A sample calculation of this type 1s

At temperatures above 850 o e, it can be assume

that sulfur vapor 1s in the form of 82 molecules.

From the

data of Biltz, it was found that at 1002°C, a sulfide of
composition TiSl.62 had a sulfur pressure of 17 mm of mercury.

For the reaction
2 H2 + 8 2 ~ 2 H2S
~Fo = -43,160 + 23.6lT (cal.)

At 1002°C = l275°K,

= -13,060 cal.

~Fc

The corresponding equilibrium constant is
log K

= -13 2060

log

=

K

4.575 x 1275
+ 2.24

Since

K =

Ps

2

x PH2

2

Then
log K
. PS

2

= 2 log

-

PE
-2

of 17 rom corresponds to 0.0224 atm.
2.24

= 2 log

H2 S

log tr;"'"'"

0

=

H2 S

~ - log 0.0224

0.245
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H2 S
H2 = 1.76 at 1002°C for TiSl.62
~n this way the isotherms so indicated were obtained.

As can be seen, the calculated isotherm for 1002°C prolVides a rather smooth extension of the 10000C isotherm ob~ained
~47°C

in this investigation.

shows a rather large deviation from the general trend

~xhibited
~hows

The calculated isotherm for

by the rest of the data, while the 866°C isotherm

the expected variation of gas ratio with composition.
According to Biltz and co-workers, a solid solution
o

~xists between TiS2 and Ti2S, at temperatures above 750 C.
~hat

this view is confirmed by the present investlgation can

pe seen. by examination of Figures 8 and 9.
~o
I....

As can be seen,

horizontals corresponding to a two phase region appear in.

he isotherms for 5000C and 600 0 C between Ti2S,3 and T1S2·

~t some temperature lower than 500°C there may be a separa-

~ion of the two compounds forming a two phase reglon.

It

~as felt that the methods of this invest1gation were not

~uited for studying the gas ratiOS at temperatures lower
~han. 500 o C, due to the long time involved in achieving equi~ibrium.

The calculation made from the data of Bloom in the pre-

~ious section can now be conSidered.

This calculation in-

~olved the reduction of TiSZ with H2 to give Ti2S,3 and p. 2S.
~he expression for the free energy change involved in this

~eduction implies a two phase region existing between T1S2
and Ti S,3 for the temperature range studied, 600 to 1100oC.
2
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That no two phase region exists has already been shown.

ThE

value of the equilibrium H2S/H 2 ratio obtained from Bloom's
equation was found to be 4.16 x 10-5 at 600 o C.

According tc

the results of this investigation, the gas ratios found between 60 and 65.5 atomic percent sulfur vary from approxi~ately 2 x 10-3 up to approximately 6.0.

Due to this large

discrepancy, it is concluded that the conclusions drawn by
~loom

are in error, although the data may be correct.

Figure 8 shows a continual decrease in the gas ratios
~ith

composition in the region below Ti2SJ.

At a

composltio~

pf approximately TiSl.30' the isotherms become horizontal,
~ndicative

of a two phase equilibrium.

~quilibrium

The phase that is in

with the solld solution is T15S4, corresponding

IVO a sulfur-titanium ratiO of 0.80.

Comparison of x-ray

patterns of the solid solution, a composition in the two
phase region, and at TiSO.80 show that the composition in
bhe two phase reglon (TiSl.08) is made up of lines charac~eristic of the solid solution and lines characteristic of

~iSO.80.

The pattern for T1SO.80 shows no solid solution

l1ines wha.tsoever, indicating complete decomposition of that
IPhase.

In attempts to produce sulfides belmV' TiSO.80 by

means of H2 reduction, very great difficulty was encountered,

~howing TiS .80 to be a very stable phase. Because of the
O
~ifficulty mentioned above, it was not possible to produce
l;iny

compositions below TiSO.80' hence no points could be

pbtained for Figure 8 in, the region below TiSO.80·
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It is interesting to note that no fluctuations in the
ge.s ratios are observed in the vicinity of TiSl.OO.

Any

downward drop of the H2S/H2 values would be indicative of
formation of TiS.

For this reason it must be concluded

that no such compound as TiS exists as reported in the literature.

No mention was made in the literature of a com-

pound corresponding to TiSS4. However, in a study of the
zirconium sulfides 46 , a compound of approximately the same
metal-sulfur ratio was reported.

It is interesting to note

also that zirconium does not form a true monosulfide, the
region between ZrSl.09 and ZrSO.90 being 2 phase 47 •
In summation, it can be said that a two phase region,
starting at TiSS4, extends to approximately TiSl.30, where
solid solution formation begins.

This solid solution ex-

tends from TiSl.JO up to approximately TiS2·

Biltz and co-

workers present convincing evidence for the existence of a
two phase region between TiS2 and TiS3.
values of P

s2

Accordingly, the

given for this equilibrium have been con-

verted into H2S/H2 values and are presented in Figure 9.
The finely dotted lines correspond to what is felt is a
logical extension of the data obtained in this investigatior
at SOooC and 6000C to the calculated data at SOOoC and 600

C

for this region.
46 E.F. Strotzer, tv. Biltz and K. Neisel:
242, 249 (1939).
147 Strotzer, Biltz and r1eisel: ibid.

-

-

Z. anorg. Chern.,

(
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The thermodynamic treatment of the data experimentally
obtained in this investigation will be presented in the next
chapter.
As mentioneo. in Chapter II, x-ray patterns were obtain
ed for the various sulfides, using Cu Ka. radiation.

The

results of these patterns are presented in tabular form in
Table II, and in Figure 10, in which relative intensities
are plotted against 26.

As can be seen, the patterns re-

main unchanged through a composition of TiSl.78, and
lines appear at a composition of TiSl.62.

ne'\ll

If the ne'!.'! lines

that appear at TiS l .62 are due to Ti2SJ' then it could be
assumed that a two phase region is formed between Ti2SJ and
TiS2 upon cooling to a temperature lower than 500 oC •

From

TiSl.40 to TiSl.J5 the patterns remain essentially unchanged, showing the range of the solid solution to be
'rather extensive.

At a composition of TiS l • 0 8 new lines

appear in the solid solution pattern as mentioned before.
As can be seen, the pattern for TiS l • 08 consists of lines
due to the solid solution and lines due to TiSS4·

62,
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TABLE II
X-RAY DATA CONCERNING THE TITANIUT'1 SULFIDES

Relative Intensity

Composition

dhk1

TiS1.92

1.095

0.35

1.165

0.10

1.270

0.05

1.310

0.16

1.425

0.36

1.60

0.40

1.63

0.14

1.70

0.35

1.90

0.09

2.05

0.80

2.63

1.00

5·70

0.60

1.095

C.31

1.165

0.07

1.270

0.05

1.310

0.15

TiS1.78

1.425
1.60

t"I • .,)0
~"
,-,

0.30

1.63

0.12

1.70

0.40

1.90

0.12
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TABLE II (continued)

Composition

TiS1.62

dhkl
2.05

0.79

2.63

0.93

5.70

1.00

1.095

0.18

1.272

0.06

1.425

0.25

1.63

0.06

1.66

0.06

1.71

0.55

1.89

0.18

2.24

0.27

1.2.3

0.06

2.4.3

0.20

2.5.3

0.20

2.64

0.06

2.72

0.06

5·70
TiS1.50

Relative Intensity

1.00

1.100

0.50

1.275

0.11

1.425

0.47

1.60

0.11

1.64

0.11
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TABLE II (continued)
Composition

TiS 1 .40

dhkl

Relative Intensity

1.67

0.11

1.72

1.00

1.82

0.22

1.90

0.28

2.06

0.20

2.2.5

0.44

2.3.5

0 • .56

2.4.5

0.39

2 • .5.5

0.14

2.6.5

0.33

.5.72

0.95

1.100

0.46

1.175

0.09

1.2.50

0.09

1.275

0.05

1.325

0.09

1.385

0.20

1.43

0.44

1.61

0.29

1.6.5

0.07

1.72

0.84

1.82

0.45

1.90

0.12
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TABLE II (continued)
Composition

TiS 1 .35

dhkl

Relative Intensity

2.06

0.38

2.35

1.00

2.64

0.70

2.90

0.17

3.00

0.10

5.72

0.42

1.100

0.31

1.175

0.08

1.250

0.09

1.275

0.05

1.325

0.09

1.385

0.20

1.43

0.44

1.61

0.23

1.64

0.04

1.72

0.75

1.82

0.29

1.90

0.07

2.06

0.29

2.35
2.65
2.90

1.00
0.75
0.13
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TABLE II (continued)

=:::==
Composition

TiS1 • 08

dhk1

Relative

:
=
Intensity

-

2.99

0.08

5.72

0.20

1.110

0.37

1.125

0.05

1.260

0.05

1.31

0.06

1.38

0.16

1.44

0.30

1.49

0.16

1.52

0.10

1.61

0.10

1.64

0.16

1.67

0.20

1.71

0. 4 3

1.72

1.00

1.76

0.16

1.83

0.16

1.87

0.1,:·

2.12

0.16

2.24

0.27

2.35

0.77

2.47

0.20
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TABLE II (continued)
Composition

TiS O• 80

dhkl

Relative Intensity

2.59

0.25

2.66

0.67

2.71

0.45

2.93

0.32

3.78

0.20

1.100

0.05

1.120

0.25

1.165

0.18

1.285

0.10

1.30

0.27

1.385

0.10

1.45

0.12

1.49

0.46

1 • .51

0.32

1.67

0.18

1.71

1.00

1.73

0.18

1.76

0.11

1.86

0.39

2.02

0.10

2.12

0.10

2.24

0.54
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TABLE II (continued)

Composition

dhkl

Relative Intensity

2.47

0.12

2.58

0.68

2.70

0.96

2.94

0.20

3.40

0.18

3.73

0.68

4.70

0.12

CEAPTER V
THERMODYNAfvIIC CALCULATIONS
Thermodynamic calculations based on the experimental
results reported In the previous chapter have been made as
follows.

The one two phase equilibrium encountered, ex-

isting between Ti5S4 and the solid solution starting at 5557 atomic percent sulfur (depending on temperature), will
be treated first.
For the two phase equilibrium between Ti5S4 and the
solid solution mentioned above, the data can be fitted to
a straight line by means of a log H2S/H2 versus reciprocal
absolute temperature plot.

The equation representing this

resulting straight line has the general form
mx + b

y ==

where m is the slope and b is the intercept on the ordinata
This same equation, expressed in the var18.bles used, takes
the form

=A

log

+ B

T
~'lhere A

0.(1

is the slope and is equal to
og

H2 S)
ti2

0. (1)

T

and B is the intercept on the ordinate at j.nfinite temperature.
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By substituting this equation for the variation of log
H2 S/ H2 with temperature into the expression for the variation of stand.ard free energy with temperature, the following results
6FO : - 2.303 RT (A/T + B)
which reduces to
6FO

= -2.303 R (A) - 2.303 RT (B)

This equation will give a linear relation between the
ard free energy of reaction and temperature.

stand~

A question

may be raised concerning the validity of a straight line
free energy-temperature plot.

Richardson and Jeffes 48 have

considered this matter in some detail and have concluded
that although .6.Ho and 63 0 are not independent of temperature, there are two factors that can be considered in this
case.

The first is that LHo and 68 0 do not change much witl

temperature, except at phase change points.

Secondly,

changes in 6Ho and 6S o caused by changes in the specific
heats of products and reactants affect 6Fo in such a way as
to nearly counterbalance each other.

This was shown by the

authors to be the case for equilibria involving H2 0 - H2 - <2'
CO - 02 - CO 2 and C- 02 - C02.

It is possible to get valuef

of .6.8 0 and 6p.0 for a reaction by obtaining the slope and
intercept respectively of the 6F O versus T plot.

However,

by Using a straight line relationship for 6FC versus T, it
~ill

only be possible to obtain the mean values of these

~8 _T.
F.D. Richardson and J.H.E. Jeffes:
........
., ... .,
., , .. / .. ,... ........

Jnl. Iron and
--

Steel
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quantities over the temperature range involved.

It was als

Jointed out by Richardson and Jeffes that the error in 6FO
obtained by using a straight line relationship is much less
han the limits of accuracy of the measurements themselves.
It was therefore concluded by the authors that a free energ
quation that uses a large number of compensating terms is
nnecessary.

Consequently, a two term free energy equation

ill be used in the following calculations.
The foregoing considerations will now be applied to the
forementioned two phase equilibrium.

For the reaction
(5-a)

here TiSX represents the solid solution starting at 55-57
tomic percent sulfur (TiSl.30)' the plot of log H2S/E2 verus liT is given in Figure 11.

The ratios are listed in

abular form in Table III as follows:
TABLE III
E~UILIBRIur1

GAS RATIOS FOR THE TrIO PHASE

REGION Ti5S4 - TiSX
T (oc)

H2 S/ E2

1097

0.00123

1102

0.00123

1010

0.00082

1007

0.00088

822

0.00039
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TABLE III (continued)

895

0.00054

1012

0.00084

The resulting straight line may be fitted by the equation
log

=

-2690
T

0.976

The resulting free energy equation for the two phase equilibrium is
6Fo

=

+ 12,300 + 4.46 T (800 - 1100oC)

(5-1)

The expression for the standard free energy change involved
for the reaction
TiSX(S)

= Ti5S4(s)

+ 1/2 S2(g)

(5-b)

may be obtained by subtracting one half the free enerLY
equation for the formation of 2 H2 S from H2 and S2
43,160 + 23.61T

from Equation (5-1).

The resulting free energy ec;uation

for the decomposition of TiSX into T15S4 and S2 is
~Fc

=

+ 33,880 _ 7.34T (800 - 1100oC)

(5-2)

The corresponding heat of dissociation for reaction
(5-a) may be found for the temperature range by means of
Clausius-Clapeyron Equation.

In its integrated form, it is

(J)IN
N %
x:

10- 4 . . . - . - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - 10.0
9.0
8.0
7.0
6.0

-

4
10

T

FIGURE II
LOa "IS/HI •• lIT FOR THE T.,S.. SOLID SOLUTION EQUILI."IUM
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log

(5-3)

here P2 and Fl are the dissociation pressures at T2 and Tl •
In this equation, flHo is assumed to be constant over the
temperature range involved.

Since the sulfur dissociation

ressures are proportional to their respective H2S/H2 ratios,
quation (5-3) can take the form

[~JT

log

[~]
H2

[ if;

IJ
TlJ

T~-

-2flHo.3R

1

2

-

Tl

or
log

[~J
log 6
H2
H2
T2

IZS
]

[¥Z - ~J

(5-4)

:ence the slope of the plot of log H2 S/H 2 vs. liT multiplie
y (-2.3R) will give flHo.
in Figure 11.

This plot has already been shown

IvTultiplying the slope of the line In Figure

1 by (-2.JR) gives for flHo

= (-2.JR) (-2690)
flHO = + 12,300 cal. (800 - 1100oC)
6Ho

nd
flS 0 = _ 4. 46 E. u.

(800 - 1100oC)

mentioned previously, a solid solution was found that
anges from 55 to

57 atomic percent S (depending on tempera-

ure) to approximately 68 atomic percent sulfur.

There are

arious thermodynamic quantities regarding the solid solutio
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hat can be calculated from the experimental evidence presented in Chapter IV.

Among these are the partial molar fr e

nergy, partial heat of solution, and partial entropy of
olution of sulfur in the solid solution.

In making cal-

ulations of this kind, only the differences in the magniudes of these properties can be measured.

Hence, these

alues have to be referred to the value in some reference
tate.

Therefore, the partial quantities mentioned above

ill be referred to a mixture of equal amounts of hydrogen
hydrogen sulfide, E2S/H2

= 1.

The partial molar free energy of substance A in a soat any temperature is equal to the increase in free
attendine the addition of one mole of A to a very
arge amount of solution at that temperature, the composiion of the solution remaining constant.

This free energy

hange is given by
6Fj

=:

RT In FA
FAO

here FA is the vapor pressure of A in the solution at one
omposition and PAo is the vapor pressure of A in the refrence state chosen.

For the solid solution to be consider-

d here, remembering that the reference state for sulfur was

= 1,

this expression becomes

[~J
[~J

solution
reference state
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or, since log 1

-

~Fs

=

= 0,

2.3 RT log

The partial molar heat of solution and partial molar
entropy of solution can be obtained from the expression
6F so = 6Hos - T

iS so

These quantities can be obtained from the data in
Chapter IV by plotting log H2 S/ H2 versus liT for various
compositions in the solid solution.

bee~

This procedure has

carried out and the results are plotted in Figure 12.

A

linear expression for the variation of log H2 S/ H2 with T wa
obtained from Figure 12 and substituted in the expression
6F~

=

2.3 RT log H2S

tr2

resulting in a two term free energy equation of the type
previously discussed.

In these equations, the first term

on the right hand side gives the partial heat of solution

-

6H~

and the second term gives negative entropy of solution,

-s.

-LS

The values for

6H~

and

-

LS~

the temperature range considered.

are the average values OVEr
The results of these cal

culations are listed in Table IV.
As mentioned in a previous chapter, the conclusions
reached by Bloom49 were considered to have been in error,
although his data were assumed to be valid.

In his thesis,

Bloom assumed the formation of TiS2 from Ti02 and E2 S , but

49 Bloom:

~ ~

TABLE IV
SOHE PARTIAL

Composition

NS
NTi

= 1.35

~,"l0IAR

(:'UANTITIES ASSOCIATED UrrH THE SOLI:C SOLtJT::OE TiS x

Temperature Range

700

1000CC

L\F~ (cal.)

iilis

(cal.)

ASs

(E. U. )

-23,400 + 6.55T

-23,400

-6.55

1.45

700 - 1000 0 C

-27,400 + l3.42T

-27,400

-13.42

1.55

600 - lOOOOC

-6,730 + 2.53T

-6,730

-2.53

1.65

600 - 10000C

-7,650 + 6.62T

-7,650

-6.62

CD
.{::"

1.55

\

\

1.45
,

\

\,.35

'O-4~____. -____------~------~--~------------------~~
1.0

8.0

9.0

10.0
10·

11.0

'2.0

13.0

T

fIGURE 12

LOG Hz 51Hz VI 1/ T fOR VARIOUS
COIlltC)SlTIOIIS II THE SOLID SOLUTION Te Sa
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later 50 said that Ti2S3 was the product of the reaction, an(
presented the following data.
T (oC)

PH 0 (cm)
2

PH 2S (cm)

PH 2 (cm)

890

0.108

15.1

60.8

930

0.164

16.2

59.6

1015

0.378

26.3

49.3

1150

0.877

40.7

34.4

1250

1.59

31.3

43.1

1350

1.59

17.0

57.4

Since it is known from this investigation that no compound Ti 2 S3 as such exists at the temperatures given by
Bloom, it may be assumed that the sulfide formed is in the
solid solution range, probably close to the composition 60
atomic percent S.

To determine the exact composition of

the sulfide formed in Bloom's experiments, the various
H2S/H 2 ratios were computed from the data given and plotted
versus te::nperature and the values of H2 S/H 2 at 900 0C and
lOOOOC d e t
id
erm
ne •

Reference was then made to the curves

for 9000C and lOOOoC given in Figure 9, and the compositionE
corresponding to the calculated H2 S/ E2 values determined.
This information is summarized below.
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(continued)

930

16.2

0.272

1015

26.3

0 • .534

The interpolated values given below were found to correspond to the following compositions.
:

:

Composition
900

0.46

TiSl.57 (= Ti 2 S3.l4)

1000

0.2.5

TiSl • .57

Thus it was assumed that the sulfide formed in Bloom's
experiments corresponded to TiSl.57.

The equation that

corresponds to the equilibrium data given by Bloom is
3.14 H2 S + 0.86 H2 + 2 Ti02 ~ Ti 2S3 .l4 + 4 H2 0
The results of this investigation have shown that only one
particular sulfide can exist at a given temperature and a
given value of H S/H 2 • By coupling this with the fact that
2
the above equation can be obtained by adding the following
equations
2 Ti + 1.57 S2 ~ Ti 2S3.l4
2 Ti02 ~ 202 + 2 Ti
202 + 4 H2 ---;. 4 H2 0
3.14 H2 S ~ 3.14 H2 + 1.57 52
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t is felt that the procedure used to obtain the sulfide
omposition is justified.

The same procedure can be used to

btain the composition of the oxide involved in the equ11irium reaction, and it was found to be T10 l • 955. Since the
ree energy of formation of this oxide differs from that of
102 by only several hundred calories, the standard free
nergy of formation of Ti02 was used in the following calulations with a resultant error well within the error inerent in the original data.
By knowing the reaction taking place at equilibrium,
equilibrium constant can be written, and for the reacion in question is
p4
K =

H2 0

3. l4
x PH S
2

he results of these calculations are summarized below.
T (Oc)

K

890

10
7.92 x 103.40 x 10- 9

930

2.47 x 10- 8
2.56 x 10- 7

1015
1150

6
5·02 x 102.66 x 10- 5

1250
1350
y plotting log K vs. 1

IT ,

an expression was found for the

ariation of the equilibrium constant with temperature and
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1s

+
lo 5~ K = -18,700
T
7.00

he resulting equation expressing the variation of the
standard free energy of reaction with temperature is
6FR = + 85,500 - 32.0T (cal.)

Thus it can be seen that by knowing the standard free
reaction and the standard free energies of formaion of the products and reactants except Ti2S3.14, which is
known, the standard free energy of formation of Ti2S3.14
obtained.

This procedure has been carried out for

and 900 o C.

The free energy equations used in these

alculations together with their accuracies are listed be-

900 0C

10000C
-171,300 cal. (± 1 kcal.)

-174,850 cal.
6Fo

= -43,160

6FO

= -118,000 + 26.75T (cal.) (: 1 kcal.)

Equilibrium
reaction

6FRo

=

+ 23.61T (cal.) (: 1 kcal.)

+ 85,550 - 32.0T (cal.) (± 2.5 kcal.

Sing these values and equations, the change in standard
ree energy for the reaction
2 Ti(s) + 1.57 S2(g) ~ Ti 2S3 • l 4(s)
as found to be at
-152,700 cal/mole
-150,460 ca1/mole
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with an estimated accuracy of ~ 7 kcal. per mole.
Since values are now known for the standard free energy of formation of one of the sulfides in the solid solution, it is possible to calculate the standard free energy
of formation of Ti5S4' which was found to be in equilibrium
with the solid solution.

The standard free energy of for-

mation of Ti5S4 may be found from the standard free energy
of formation of Ti 2 SJ • 14 by making a plot of the total free
energy of formation as a function of composition.

This

method is also known as the method of intercepts, and its
derivation is fully discussed by Darken and Gurry5l.

In

this graphical method, the total free energy of formation
of a compound is plotted against composition.

If a point

is selected on the free energy curve at a particular composition, the tangent to this curve at this point will intersect the ordinates at pOints corresponding to the partial
molar free energies of the two constituents.

Thus the in-

tercept of the tangent on the ordinate corresponding to
100% A will give the partial molar free energy of A in the
solution.

Conversely, if the partial molar free energy of

one of the two constituents is

k~own

as a function of com-

Position the partial molar free energy of the other may be
determined, as well as the total free energy, referred to
the standard state used.
51 L.S. Darken and R.W. Gurry: Physical Chemistry of Meta~
(New York; McGraw Hill Book Company, T953J p. 241.
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If there are several heterogeneous phase fields in the
system, the slope of the tangent to the free energy curve
remains constant in this field,changing at the composition
corresponding to the formation of a new phase.

If the com-

pounds occurring in the system are perfectly stoichiometric
the total free energy curve will be a series of straight
lines of varying slopes extending from constituent A to con
stituent B.

If the phases occurring in the system have a

small homogeneity range, the change in slope of the tangent
line will not be discontinuous, but will vary continuously
through the homogeneity range.

This type of construction

[has been used by Rosenqvist 5Z in treating the iron, cobalt
and nickel sulfides.
The method for constructing the curves is as follows,
considering the formation of metal sulfides from E2 S.

The

tpartial molar free energy of the sulfur will be referred. to
~

standard state of H2S/H2 = 1 and is found by means of
__ RT In HZS

(cal. )

HZ

~rom the origin (metal

= 100%, DFC = 0) a ruler is laid

~cross the graph intersecting the other side (3 = 100?) st
~" point that corresponds to the equili brj.lxi1 bett-Jeen tl:e ~eta~
~nd the first sulfide phase.

A line is dra~m from the oriGi~

to the lower composition limit of this phase.

If the phase

s non-stoichiometric, the slope of the ruler is changed
~Z T. Rosenqvist:

Jnl. Iron ~ Steel Inst., 112,37 (1954)

-
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continuously in the one phase region, always placing it so
that it intersects the ord.inate for S = 100% at the value
that corresponds to the composition at which the ruler is a
tangent to the curve.

Through the next two phase region th

slope is l{ept constant corresponding to the equilibrium between the first and second sulfide phase.
from the abscissa .6F.o
~

=

The distance

0 to the curve is the free energy

of formation per atom of the compound, referred to the
stanc1ard state H2 S/ H2

= 1.

For the sulfides studied in this investigation a variation of this method is used, in that the free enerey of
forma.tion of one of the sulfides is known, and from this
the free energy of formation of a different sulfide is calculated.

The first step is the calculation of the stanoard

free energy of form8.tion of Ti2S3.14 from H2 S and Tl at
lOOOoe.
2

Ti + 3.14 H2 S ~ Ti 2 S • 14 + 3.14 H2
3

3.14 (-6555)

(-150,460)

6Fo = -129,880 cal.
The H S/H2 ratio associated with this reectio~ 1s
2

iven by
-129,880
-4.557 x 1273
log
he partial molar free energy of the sulfur in this equill-
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briu.1Il is given by (referred to E2S/H2

-

DF~ ==
==

1)

==

(4.575) (1273) (-7.09)
-41,300 cal.

In Figure 13, a ruler is laid from DFOs

==

0 on the 100% Ti

side through the value -41,300 on the 100% S side.

A

point

is made at the intersection of this line with the composition of Ti2S3.l4 (61.0 atomic percent S).

The ruler is

then laid so that it is tangent to this point and the value
for

DFs

for the next composition, 60 atomic percent sulfur.

This procedure is carried out using the information given
in Table V for lOOOoC
TABLE V
PARTIAL 110U.R FREE ENERGY OF SULFUR IN VARIOUS

TITANIUH SULFIDES AT 10000C
NS/NTi

Atom

%S

-

H2 S/ H2

6FOs (cal.)

+4,27 0

1.70

62.9

5. 4

1.60

61.5

1.00

0

1.57

61.0

0.56

-2,560

1·50

60.0

0.047

-7,73 0

1.45

59.2

0.017

_10,30 0

1.40

58.3

0.0068

_12,600

1.30

56.5

0.00084

_17,9 00

0.80

44.5

0.00084

-17,9 00

-

= 0 and
By taking the distance from the abscissa L~~
multiplying it by the number of atoms per molecule for a

+5
0

-5
-10
-15
-20
-25

to'?- __ /

-30 _

~-"

1000-

-35
-40
-45

-i

laP
<3

-50
-55

o

10

20

30

40

50

'ATOM

~

60

10

80

-eO

,

I

90

100

S

,/

FIIURE 13
STANDARD FREE ENERGY OF FORMATION PER ATOM OF VARIOUS
TITANIUM SULFIDES FROM 1i

AND H,S FOR 900·C AND lOOO·C
',D

,--

'-
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definite compoSition, one will obtain the standard free energy of formation of the sulfid.e in question from Ti and E2 •
Applying this to the composition Ti5S4, one finds that the
distance to the curve is -29,100 cal.

Multiplying this by

the number of atoms per molecule (9) one finds the standard
free energy of formation of Ti5S4 from Ti and H2S to be
-261,900 cal. per mole, or for the reaction
4/5 Ti(s) + H2S(g) ~ 1/4 Ti5S4(s) + H2(g)
~FF

= -65,475 cal. at 10000G

For the formation of Ti5S4 from Ti and S2 gas
4/5 Ti(s) + 1/2 S2(g) ~ 4/5 Ti5S4(s)
6FO
F

= -72,0)0 cal. at 10000C

Carrying the same type of calculation through for 900 0
yields
4/5 Ti(s) + H2 S(g) ~~ 1/4 Ti5S4(s) + H2(g)
~FF

= -64,690 cal. at 90 00C

and for
4/5 Ti(s) + 1/2 S2 (g) ~ 1/4 Ti5S4(~)
0

6FO = -72,420 cal. at 90 00G
F

CEAPTER VI
SUM~~Y

AND CONCLUSIONS

This investigation has been concerned with the experimental deterr.1ination of the thermodynamic properties connected with various titanium sulfides, using a hydrogen reduction technique.

A solid solution was shown to exist fro]

TiSl.93 to approximately TiS l • 30 • The solid solution bound
ary on the low sulfur side seems to vary with temperature,
the solid solution becoming more extensive with an increase
in temperature.

Although not experimentally determined in

this investigation, the solid solution on the high sulfur
side seems to extend to approximately TiS2.10·
For several compositions in the solid solution, the
partial molar free energy, the partial heat of solution and
partial entropy of solution of sulfur in the solid solution
was calculated from the experimental infornation.

These

thermodynamic properties were referred to a standard state
for sulfur of H2 S/H 2 = 1.
A tabulation of these partial molar quantities for
th ese compositions a t 1000 0v
h

=
Composition
Ns
NTi

""-

=

-

s (cal. )

fjFc

l"S

made below.

-

Lm so (cal. )

-

6S~

(E.U.)

1.35

-16,845

-23,400

-6.55

1.45

-13,9 80

-27,400

-13.42

1 • .55

_ 4,200

- 6,730

- 2.53
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(continued)
Composition

-

L\F~

(cal.)

- 1,030

1.65

-

~H~

(cal.)

- 7,650

i:lS~ (E. U. )

- 6.62

As can be seen, the addition of sulfur to compositions in
the solie1 solution of increasing sulfur content becomes

les~

and less spontaneous, as evidenced by the change in iF~.
The same general trend is shown by the values of l:£~' in
that the values are becoming more endothermic with increasing sulfur content.

However, some anomalies are present,

as there are several reversals of trend within the composition range.

These anomalies may find a basis for explane-

tion by considering the values for

~Ss.

These values are

decrease in entropy upon adding sulfur to an infin1 te
of the solid solution composition in question.

I

tt~

a:l0UYJ '"

As can bE'

seen, the value for TiS1.45 is about 6 entropy units more
negative than the value for TiSl.J5' which corresponds to

If a more ordered type of arrangement is achieved, this
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~eans

the sulfur atom has more definite bonds to form, re-

sulting in the emission of energy in the form of heat.

The

same considerations can hold true for TiSl.55 and TiSl.6S.
If these assumptions of formation of a more ordered structure
are valid, they might then offer a basis for explanation of
the observed inflection point observed at TiSl.SO in the
isotherms in Figure 8.

A precise x-ray structure analysis

of these compounds in the region of TiSl.SO would be required to show the existence of any ordered structures that
Imay be present.
Previous literature regarding the titanium sulfides has
~lways

reported a compound corresponding to TiS.

As can be

seen from Figure 8, no change in the H2S/H2 ratio is observ~d

in the vicinity of TiS, showing that no such compound as

~iS exists at the temperatures in question.

Instead, TiSS4

is considered to be the next phase below the solid solution
Wenge.

Also, one should not speak of Ti 2 S3 and T1S2 as

Fseparate compounds at high temperatures, as these "compounds"
~re part of a solid solution at elevated temperatures.

Tr.ey

~ay of course separate into two phases upon cooling.

The free energy of formation of Ti5S4 from Tl and
was calculated using the ~npublished data of E. Bloom.

~raphical method was used to obtain these values at
~nd lOOOoC.
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f. 2 S

A
0cC

The values so obtained should not be used in

any precise thermodynamic calculations because of the relaThe
~ively large error inherent in the calculation process.

'-../
values may be used, however, to gain some idea as to the

stability of Ti SS4 in relation to other metallic sulfides,
and when making approximate calculations. Figure 13 may be
used to determine approximately (within :t 8 kcal.) the free
energy of formation of some compositions in the solid solution.
A two term free energy equation was found for the equi.
librium between Ti5S4 and the existing solid solution.

The

estimated accuracy for any free energy values determined
J_

from this equation is approximately':' 2 kcal.
The question of stability of sulfide phases with respect to their electron to atom ratio has been discussed by
Frueh53.

For sulfides that exhibited metallic properties,

such as metallic luster and electrical conductivity, the
zone theory of solids was used to determine what metal ato::n
substitutions could be made in the sulfide before c. chanf;e
of phase occurred.

The zone theory can also be used to de-

termine the extent of phase fields in a metal-sulfur system

[by considering the amount of metal or sulfur atoms that cc:m
~e added to a sulfide phase before the electron-ato::n ratio

necessary to fill the Brillouin Zone is exceeded.
Since the titanium sulfides exhibit very definitely a
metallic luster, the zone theory could theoretically be

~lied to the titanium-sulfur system.

8[;-

However, the valence

pf transition metal atoms in alloys is very much a question,

-53 A.

J. Frueh: Geochim. et Cosmochim.

~, £,

79 (1954).
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and i-lJould. need to be known before any applications could be
made.

Also, the crystal structures of the various sulfides

have to be correctly determined before application is made.
It would be interesting to try and apply the elements of thE
zone theory of solids to the titanium-sulfur system if the
required information were obtainable.
I'}any metal sulfides that have some degree of non-stoichiometry are found to be semiconductors of the intrinsic
type.

The determining factor in whether the sulfides are p

or n type semiconductors depends on which constituent (metal
or sulfur) is present in excess of the stoichiometric amount.
For sulfides with a slight excess of sulfur, the electrical
conductivity is found to be due to positive holes, while excess metal gives electronic conductivity.

It must be remem-

~ered though that the crystal structure of the sulfide phase

~ust not change because of a slight excess or deficiency of

the constituent atoms.

For the solid solution occurring in

ithe titanium-sulfur system, it is difficult to say what type
of semiconductivity would occur.

At low temperatures, where

tthe solid solution may have separated into T1 2 3 3 2.nd T132'
these compounds seem to have a rather wide homogeneity raTI£e

~s shown from x-ray patterns.

Hence one could probably pre-

~ict semiconducting properties for these compounds at room

~emperature, being P or n type as the sulfur or titanium was
present in excess of the stoichiometric amount.
The phases present in the low sulfur portion of the
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titanium-sulfur system are at best obscure.

No

thermodynam~

ic data are available for this region whatsoever.

T'1ethods

for determining the very low sulfur pressures that would be
encountered in this portion of the system are not too numer
ous.

The most promising approach seems to be that used by

I~ubaschewski and Dench 54 for determining the oxygen pressures of titanium-oxygen solid solutions.

In this method,

a mixture of titanium, titanium-oxygen solid solution and a
metal and metal oxide whose thermodynamic properties are
well known is sealed into a titanium cylinder and heated at
constant temperature until equilibrium is attained.

The

titanium-oxygen solid solution is then analyzed for its
oxygen content, and the oxygen pressure associated with thie
composition is assumed to be the same as that of the other
metal-metal oxide system present.

This method could be ap-

plied to the lower titanium sulfides by equilibrating them
with a metal-metal sulfide mixture of known properties.
It would. also be very interesting to compare the results of this investigation with similar results for the
zirconium-sulfur system and the hafnium-sulfur system.

Not

too much is known of either of these two systems, information concerning hafnium sulfides being non-existent.

54 o. Kubasehewski and
87 (19.53).

vl.A. Deneh:

J. lnst. ~1etals,
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